Concurrent engineering is a means to shorten product development 
Introduction
Today's development of new products takes place under immense time pressure: ever shorter technology time cycles lead to ever shorter product life cycles, global competition offers sufficient return on investment only to those who make it first to the market. "Time-to-market" has become the universal catchword to signify the pressure on engineers and sales forces.
Part of any time-to-market strategy is the shortening of development times. The traditional sequential process with its consecutive steps of submission of bids and tenders, product design, manufacturing planning, production 'Funded by the German Research Council (DFG) under project number SFB346.
0-7803-5060-X/98/$10.00 0 1998 IEEE scheduling, manufacturing organization and quality control must be replaced by a more concurrent one, where the steps are highly interconnected, where results are passed on in a yet incomplete state in order to initiate the first phases of the next step and where iteration takes place by providing corrective feedback to the earlier steps.
A process where many of the steps take place concurrently, albeit with relative delays, and where close interconnections and feedbacks must be observed, is commonly referred to as concurrent engineering. In concurrent engineering, many different experts from many different divisions of the same or different enterprises must collaborate and interact closely. Concurrent engineering can be successfuI only if the required collaboration is supported by information systems that reflect and enforce, among all persons involved, a common understanding of the objectives and the product of the engineering process, and that provide the participants at the right time with the right contents.
Since the experts involved, and hence the tools they employ, are spread across several divisions we have to expect that the common information system is distributed across a number of, in all likelihood, fairly autonomous component systems. Hence on a first glance, concurrent engineering seems to be a clear case for federated information systems, i.e., for information systems that tolerate a fair degree of semantic heterogeneity among the components, and facilitate interoperability between them by special means such as translation and mediation services. We claim, though, that concurrent engineering is under constraints so severe that it cannot afford to leave much room for terminological discrepancies, factual misunderstandings or ambiguities because these take too much time to resolve and leave too much of a risk if done by purely automatic means. Our thesis is that, instead, concurrent engineering necessitates agreement on a common, engineering-oriented product and production model that is shared and enforced by all component systems. Distributed information systems for concurrent engineering must be old-fashioned integrated systems with a common data model and database schema.
An integrated database with a shared database schema is a necessary, but by no means sufficient precondition for the successful integration of a collaborative engineering process. Engineering processes follow certain established piatterns, hence one should be able to superimpose suitdb~e process models on the database system or, more precisely, on its appearance through the product and production model. This would seem to bar a Computer Supported Coopeirative Work (CSCW) approach because, although it relies on an integrated and shared document base, it is notoriously weak on imposing discipline on the cooperation, preferring instead to leave the evolution of the cooperation to the individual human players. At the other extreme, workflow management systems (WFMS) appear unsuitable as well because they impose tight discipline on the sequence of process steps and, consequently, require a fair amount of preplanning, which makes them less than ideal when it comes to dealing with unforeseen situations or with processes that are non-routine or ad-hoc by their nature, as are many engineering processes.
We conclude that in order to impose process models on a logically centralized and thus integrated information base, we have to find a middleground between CSCW and WFMS. As a second thesis, we claim that this middleground is provided by lifting the process model, along the lines of CSCW, onto the presentation layer of the common information system. Here the process becomes visible to the participating experts, and they may initiate, inspect and control its steps. We borrow from WFMS that each proci:ss step is associated with certain resources, such as computerized design, engineering, planning and analysis tools, and that these tools can pass information among each others via a common communication medium-in our case the integrated database.
Our third claim is that the integrated database must be supplemented by view mechanisms both at the schema and the presentation level. The product and production model provides a general and comprehensive core, while individual tools often require a highly specific view. Similarly, the presentation level provides a generic "desktop", which must be configurable according to the needs of each human user. By providing application-specific views (in the sense of traditional database views) at the schema level and user-specific views (in the sense of pluggable visualization components) at the presentation level, we allow engineers and tools to deal with locally flavored information. Efficient communication through the integrated database is still maintained, because both kinds of views are mapped to the core product and production model.
The system described in this paper is being designed and built in the context of SFB346, a joint research project between the Department of Informatics and the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Karlsruhe. Funded by the German Research Council DFG, the goal of the project is to increase the efficiency of the product development and manufacturing process by suitable computer-integrated tools and infrastructure. After a strong initial focus on developing core object-oriented database technology, our current work emphasizes an open, distributed architecture. Heme the current, second generation of the system uses a middleware-based, peer-to-peer approach, whereas earlier prototypes were built using the client-server paradigm.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys our product and production moikl and discusses how to organize a model of such size and complexity so that it can be mastered by the individual participants and tools. Section 3 gives an overall picture of the system architecture, which is based on an object bus prlaviding information access and exchange in terms of the common model and a customizable, desktop-oriented user interface. Section 4 presents the user interface in some more detail and illustrates how views are used at the presentation layer to create individual perceptions of the PPM. Section 5 describes the cooperation support built into the system, which combines elements from CSCW and WFMS to support a process model along the lines of peer-to-peer communication among distributed participants. Section 6 discusses the interface between the object bus and persistent storage, and Section 7 deals with schema evolution and the issues resulting from supporting different versions of the schema simultaneously. These sections give a flavor of the technical challenges that have to be overcome in a flexible concurrent engineering environment. Section 8 reviews related work, and Section 9 concludes the paper.
The Product and Production Model
As pointed out before, in time-critical, distributed, cooperative product development it is imperative that the participants agree on the formiit and meaning of the data they exchange, and avoid the overhead that comes with interoperability options such as self-describing data [ 14, 191, Mediation [21] , or agent technology. The recent trend in manufacturing industries towards standardized models such as STEP [5] demonstrates that a single, integrated data model and schema at the conceptual level seems to be the most economical solution.
For our research purpo:;es STEP proves to be too unwieldy. Consequently, we designed the PPM, an objectoriented integrated product and production model suitable for describing the development and manufacturing process of mechanical components and assemblies. The model evolved in parallel with it!; larger cousin STEP-the Department of Mechanical Engineering also being an active contributor to the latter-and shares some of STEP'S main features. However, because of its limited scope, it is significantly less complex and more manageable than STEP.
One of the major features of the PPM is that it encompasses the entire product life cycle. Given the many interactions between various phases of the product development and manufacturing process, it is essential that all data pertaining to a particular product, be it customer requirements, design specifications, or field maintenance records, are gathered in a-conceptually-single place. Despite its limited scope, the PPM is a huge model that must be intelligently structured in order to be amenable to collaboration and to facilitate its design and maintenance. The current version comprises some 300 object and relation types, grouped into 32 modules.
The model is divided into two layers. Note that the schema-level views in the upper layer ofthe PPM are quite different from the views at the presentation level described in Section 4. The former define the format of data exchanged on the object bus and seen by applications, whereas the latter define the visualization of such data on a particular user's desktop.
System Architecture
The desired system architecture must be able to support all our three claims: the common information base modeled by the PPM, support for structured and ad-hoc collaborative processes, and a view concept both at the schema and the presentation level.
Our architecture has evolved over several project stages. Initially, the emphasis was on data integration: a common object-oriented database was shared by a number of complex engineering and planning tools. The engineering process under consideration at the time was strictly sequential, so there was no need for CSCW support or tight application integration. The PPM was used as a conceptual model, whereas the tools were implemented in terms of an underlying object-oriented model called GOM (Generic Object Model) [7] , which defined the functionality of an ODBMS that guaranteed the persistence of PPM objects. GOM provided a persistent, object-oriented programming language (GOMpl) featuring both a descriptive data definition language (DDL) and an imperative data manipulation language (DML). A graphical schema editor allowed to enter GOM types in an OMT-like [ 151 notation and generate the corresponding DDL code. This code was the basis for implementing the behavior of objects as programs written in GOMpl.
The initial architecture afforded a smooth integration between the shared database and the programs accessing it, but tended to foster rather large,monolithic applications that did not lend themselves easily to the fine-grained, highly interconnected parallelism inherent to concurrent engineering. Moreover, because of its reliance on a single database programming language, it was difficult to integrate legacy code or off-the-shelf applications.
As the focus of the project shifted towards distributed and concurrent engineering processes, it became clear that a more open architecture based on fine-grained functional units was desirable. Moreover, an integrated, "desktop"-oriented user interface featuring view mechanisms and explicit modeling and monitoring support for cooperative processes became a necessity for smooth cooperation of workgroups.
These criteria are reflected in a new architecture, which consists of two major layers. At the bottom an open integration layer, called the object bus, connects distributed objects in a peer-to-peer fashion. Every object has a type specified in the PPM, which is now a runtime reality instead of the earlier merely conceptual tool. At the top an integrated presentation layer replaces the former collection of individual application GUIs. It employs a desktop metaphor in order to allow the more or less immediate interaction between collaborating engineers, and it offers views as individual perceptions of PPM objects to back the individual work. Figure 1 shows the system architecture. It is strictly component-based: the presentation layer uses pluggable display components called views' to populate each individual desktop, while the object bus layer encapsulates primary data, metadata and application services as PPM objects.
The functional glue between the two layers and the distributional glue across each layer is realized by middleware. For our project, we have chosen Orbix, a commercially available implementation of the OMG's CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) interoperability standard [13] . CORBA combines the idea of trading 'These views at the presentation level are small programs (JavaBeans) that can display one or more PPM objects. As pointed out earlier, they are different from the application-or phase-specific views constituting the upper layer of the PPM. Unfortunately, the term "view" is deeply ingrained both in database and user interface terminology; with related, but not identical meanings.
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Figure 1. System Architecture and brokering services to clients in a platforn-independent way with the paradigm of object-orientation. Part of the CORBA standard is an interface definition language, IDL, for the specification of object interfaces. We use an extended version of IDL as the textual notation for the PPM. The Interface Repository and the Graphical Schema Editor (see below) translate back and forth between the textual and graphical presentation of the PPM. Using commercially available IDL compilers and object request brokers, the IDL specifications in the PPM can be compiled and implemented in any CORBA-supported language, e.g., Java, C++, Ada, Smalltalk, or even COBOL. Thus, even though the model is centralized and homogeneous, the actual implementation is distributed and quite heterogeneous.
The types defined in the PPM are managed by the Interface Repository, which ensures persistent storage of interface definitions. The Interface Repository is itself a collection of objects with IDL-defined interfaces, each object representing one PPM type. Thus, the metadata is held using the same data model and access mechanism as the actual data, which obviates the need for a separate schema browsing and manipulation infrastructure. Nevertheless, Interface Repository objects differ from ordinary objects in that modifications to the Interface Repository imply changes to the underlying database schema and perhaps object Implementations. Therefore, a schema evolution mechanism is necessary in order to keep the running implementation consistent with the Interface Repository and to ensure that persistent data is smoothly carried over between model upgrades. This mechanism is Idiscussed in Section 7.
Within the project, we use tools provided by third parties as well as tools that were de:veloped during the early stages of the project. Consequently, we face the problem of reengineering legacy applications for use with the object bus. In the simplest case-when an application does not have a graphical user interface-only wrapping is necessary, which basically requires just the definition of an IDL interface. In general, thoughi, engineering tools are heavily graphics-oriented and, even worse, large monolithic systems. Hence, the challenge is to break these systems down into fine-grained components, where ideally each component captures just one funciional aspect.
The main responsibility of the presentation layer is to provide each user with a personalized desktop, which contains appropriate visual representations of those PPM objects the user needs for his itasks. Our approach is based on the Model-View-Controller [8] paradigm: The underlying PPM objects are regarded as models2 with state and behavior, but no inherent visual representation, and separate view components are used to visualize models in different ways.
A view has an associated controller component, which receives user input (from mc'use or keyboard) and translates it into service requests to the model. Views and models are decoupled by establishing a subscribehotify protocol between them-the view subscribes to the model, and when-*There is again potential for confusion here: This usage of "model" originates from Smalltalk and is unrelated to database terminology, where a model typically denotes a schema.
ever the model's state changes, it notifies the view so that the view may update its appearance. Multiple views may be associated with a model to provide different presentations.
For example, figures 2 and 3 show two different views of the same turning lathe: the first is geared towards a technology planner and presents various machine parameters in a textual fashion, whereas the second is geared towards the machine operator and uses a 3D image as a more intuitive representation. New views can be created for a model without changes to code associated with [he model (the approach shows some similarity to the ANSI-SPARC three-schema approach of the Seventies [ZO]).
In our architecture a special component, the View Repository, maintains all defined views. Whenever the presentation layer is asked t~ display a specific PPM object, it interrogates the View Repository for an adequate view. The View Repository maintains, for each user and role, preference lists that specify how a given PPM object should best be presented, In accordance with these preferences, the View Repository selects a view and transmits it to the presentation layer, which then displays the view on the user's desktop. A generic view, which uses information from the Interface Repository to adapt itself to any kind of object, is available as a fallback in case no other view can be found.
To ensure platform independence and easy access via the World Wide Web, the presentation layer and the associated views are written entirely in Java. Communication between views and the underlying PPM objects utilizes the CORBA-standardized IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol), the same protocol that is used on the object bus itself for communication between PPM objects
User Interface
The user accesses the system either locally or through a Web browser. In both cases, the Java classes comprising the presentation layer are loaded onto the user's workstation or PC and an initial login screen is displayed. The user identifies himself and the particular role in which he wishes to use the system-the notion of a role permits differently customized desktops for different functions-and this information is used to compile a list of PPM objects forming the initial contents of the user's desktop. Typically, this list contains the user's mailbox, current projects and tasks, favorite tools, and whatever other object the user wishes to have at his fingertips. The system does not attach any special semantics to the objects in the list; it merely asks the View Repository to identify a suitable view for each object, given the user3 identity and role, and brings up these views on the user's desktop.
Once the login process completes and the initial views are active, the desktop presents the typical WIMP interface (windows, icons, menus, pointers) familiar from other desktops such as Microsoft Windows or Mac OS. Its look and feel, along with view properties such as colors or fonts, i s set on an individual basis, directed by per-user preference lists held in the View Repository.
All interaction between the user and the system happens via views. Hence, an action typically has two phases: a navigational phase, in which the appropriate views are brought onto the user's desktop, and an operational phase, in which the user interacts with these views to display, modify, or control certain PPM objects.
Navigation is accomplished by following relationships between PPM objects, which map naturally into containedcontained relationships between views. For example, the PPM description of a turning lathe consists of a root object containing references to various other objects such as parameter settings, cutting tools, maintenance events and so on. A view of the turning lathe typically displays some or all of these associated objects as well, using embedded subviews that are either just buttons or otherwise reduced in detail to keep the presentation manageable. Clicking on an embedded subview brings up a separate, full-fledged view of the corresponding PPM object. For example, the top four buttons of the turning lathe view in Figure 2 are actually embedded subviews of certain objects associated with the turning lathe; three of these subviews ("LeistungsdatedGenauigkeit", "Werkzeuge/Spannmittel" and "Drehwerkzeug"-the system was designed in Germany) have been expanded and are visible as separate windows underneath. Moreover, the "Werkzeuge/Spannmittel" view again displays a list of subviews, one of which has been selected and expanded in the bottom-right window. In the 3D image in Figure 3 , various subviews are incorporated as sensitive image regions: clicking on the die mount brought up the separate view at the bottom showing certain geometry parameters of the machine.
In addition to this kind of navigational access, two other access mechanisms are available: a customizable list of global access points available from a menu bar, and a search facility attached to every PPM type that can locate instances satisfying certain properties. After the desired view has been opened, the interaction with the view depends very much on the facilities provided by the view. A simple view may provide editable text fields to change selected attributes of the underlying PPM object or buttons to activate selected methods. More sophisticated views may encapsulate entire applications such as a word processor or a CAD tool. In general, a view has exactly the same kind of access to the object bus as any other client, and it may use whatever navigation, attribute accesses and method invocations are necessary to accomplish its purpose.
The administration of the View Repository and the PPM is also done by means of suitable views. The View Repository, like the Interface Repository, is itself modeled in the PPM and accessible through the object bus. Specialized views are available to access these administration objects. Each user can use so-called customizer views operating on the View Repository to adjust his personal desktop configuration. The administrator of the PPM has access to a collection of views operating on the metadata objects in the Interface Repository and can use these to modify the PPM and initiate code generation as described in Section 6. For example, a view of the PPM module describing, among other things, turning lathes is shown in Figure 4 . This particular view contains a rather deep hierarchy of subviews (every white rectangle is a subview), corresponding to the nesting of metaobjects in the interface repository.
From the perspective of the presentation layer, these administrative views are by no means special-they are loaded from the View Repository and integrated into the desktop just like any other view. However, the View Repository and the Interface Repository also provide a bulk load facility so that the system may be bootstrapped from a set of configuration files.
Cooperation Support
The mechanisms provided by the system to support cooperative work fall into two categories: Support for more or less unstructured, ad-hoc collaborations and support for fairly well structured collaborations following a prespecified pattern. Mechanisms in the first category provide basic CSCW functionality and are mostly built into the system infrastructure, whereas mechanisms in the second category are workflow-oriented and rely on an explicit process model in the PPM with associated modeling, execution and monitoring components.
Many of the features often connected with "groupware" are already inherent in the system architecture. The PPM and the object bus sustain the fiction of a single, shared repository containing every piece of information relevant to the engineering process. Storage and exchange of documents, and more generally, any kind of PPM object, are handled transparently to the user-in fact, there is no real exchange, because only object references, not objects, are ever passed around. The views, through which human users perceive PPM objects, operate on the same underlying objects, and hence changes made by one user are automatically visible to all other users. For example, a shared group calendar or agenda is easily implemented by creating a persistent PPM object of the appropriate type and making it available to all members of the group. Every view displaying the object will be notified, through the subscribehotify protocol, whenever the object changes state, hence group members will always see the current state of the agenda.
Various forms of communication between users can also be conveniently realized using the desktop metaphor and the common object bus. For example, an arbitrary objrect may be placed into a user's input folder using drag-anddrop functionality supplied by the desktop. Combined with the notification mechanism, the recipient immediately detects the object in his input folder and may then click on it to start the appropriate view. Experiments are currently underway with videoconferencing: Double-clicking on a person's icon on a desktop initiates a video connection to that person's office. In addition, "virtual buildings" can be displayed by appropriate views, showing, e.g., the location of each office along with an indication of whether its occupant is currently willing to engage in any form of communication.
The support for structured, workflow-directed collaboration is based on a-urrently fairly simple-process model in the PPM. Processes are partially ordered sets of activities, which may be either atomic steps or subprocesses. Activities have inputs and outputs, which may be connected by producerkonsumer relationships to other activities. In addition, each activity has a pre-and postcondition, which are verified by the system before initiation and after termination of the activity, respectively. Every active process is associated with a container object, which collects the process-specific state of the objects participating in the process, in particular the inputs and outputs of each activity. When an activity is ready to be initiated, the system places the activity object together with its inputs into the input folder of the user responsible for it. The user may then display these objects on his desktop, perform whatever actions are necessary to complete the activity, and notify the system once the activity is finished, providing the values of the output parameters. Views are available to display and modify the activity structure of a process and to display the status of an active process.
The current, graph-based process model is best suited to well-structured processes such as traditional workflows. However, it is difficult to describe processes like collaborative product design, which have limited formal structure, yet follow certain patterns. We are investigating other means of description [lo, 171, but the issue is still open.
Object Persistence
A PPM object, like any other object, contains state and implements behavior. The state must be kept in persistent storage, while the behavior is implemented by code that is shared across all instances of a specific type. Unfortunately, one cannot tell from the type of a PPM object what kind of state it contains. This may seem surprising, because in ordinary object-oriented models, the state of an object is modeled by its attributes. However, one must keep in mind that the PPM and the associated object bus are realized using CORBA, and that CORBA 'Lobjects" are really just handles to underlying implementation objects that provide certain operations specified in their IDL interface specification. In fact, an "attribute xxx" declaration in IDL is nothing but syntactic sugar for a pair of getxxx and setxxx functions, which may or may not be related to an attribute in the object's implementa.tion. Thus, there is no a-priori reason why the attribute declarations in a PPM type should have anything to do with tihe state space of the underlying implementation.
However, some convention for declaring the actual state space of a PPM object must be chosen, if the system is to provide automatic persisterice for PPM objects. The current prototype assumes, for simlplicity, that the actual state space of the implementation of aPPM object is indeed given by the attributes in its PPM type. Put another way, this means that the result and side effects of any method call are completely determined by the parameters of the call and the values of the PPM attributes of the object the method is invoked upon. From a software engineering perspective, this may seem a poor choice, because it exposes the entire state of the object in its public interface. However, a separate access control mechanism at the instance level is needed anyway to implement per-user and per-object access rights, and the chosen approach does h a w the advantage of not requiring additional language constructs to describe the actual state space. Given this assumption, persistent storage of PPM objects can be realized by providing attribute servers that implement, for each attribute o I an object's PPM type, the get and set functions that the attribute declaration is converted into, using persistent storage. Because of the platform independence of CORBA, any implementation language and storage mechanism may be used, as long as the get function for a given attribute and object id reliably returns the last value set with the set function. In our system, attribute servers based on an object database system are automatically generated by a code generator, using information in the Interface Repository.
To facilitate the integralion of legacy software and different computing platforms, but also for load balancing purposes, it is often desiriable to split the implementation of a PPM object across several hosts. This means that clients hold a single object reference, but requests issued against that reference are directed to different hosts, depending on which method was invoked. For example, the attribute servers in our system are automatically generated and therefore implement only the get and set functions for object attributes, whose semantics are fixed. Other methods defined by a PPM type are implemented in separate servers, so-called method servers. For example, a method for computing the stress load of a mechanical part might be implemented by a method server that is actually a wrap-per around a finite element analysis tool, whereas a method for estimating the manufacturing cost of the part might be implemented by a different server using a neural net.
If both methods are associated with the same PPM type, clients holding a reference to the part object can invoke either method on the reference without being aware of the different implementations.
A single method server may implement any number of methods for any number of types. Since by assumption the entire state accessed by methods is captured in the attributes of the corresponding PPM type, method servers do not associate any state with object references themselves, but instead invoke attribute get and set functions on object references as necessary.
The distributed implementation of a single PPM type in several CORBA servers presents some technical challenges, since CORBA expects each type to be implemented in its entirety in a single server. The mechanisms used to overcome these difficulties will be discussed in a moment. However, for the client of a PPM object-and in fact the CORBA infrastructure itself-, the distributed implementation is completely transparent. Only the servers cooperating in implementing a PPM type know about each other and forward method calls and attribute accesses to each other behind the scenes.
To illustrate the distributed implementation of a PPM type, consider the following type definition (in IDL syntax, a type is called an interface). 
I ;
This type definition declares an object type named i with two members: an attribute a of type string implemented in an attribute server named sl, and a parameter-and resultless method m implemented in a method server named s2.
The @-syntax is not part of standard IDL; we added this construct to be able to name the servers participating in the implementation of a type. It is worth noting that these server names are logical names: they do not imply an affinity to a particular machine. The CORBA object request broker decides at runtime where to start servers based on its configuration tables.
From this type definition, two CORBA servers are automatically generated. From the perspective of the object request broker, both servers appear to implement IDL interface i, and the only observable difference is the logical server name. However, the two implementations are actually quite different. Server sl is connected to an objectoriented database (ObjectStore in our case), whose schema, in this simple example, contains a single type z-db with a single, string-valued attribute a. For every PPM object of type i, sl maintains a database object of type i-db, whose object identifier is embedded in the object identifier of the PPM object. Whenever an attribute access request arrives via the object request broker, s 1 extracts the object identifier of the database object from the incoming PPM object identifier and accesses the database object to get or set its a attribute. However, when the object request broker asks sl to invoke method m on a PPM object, SI forwards the request to s2 by ajudjcious manipulation of the CORBA "envelope" of the request. The implementation of interface i in 5-2 is exactly the opposite: requests to read or write attribute a are forwarded to sl, whereas invocations of m are handled locally. Of course, the automatically generated code for server s2 cannot provide a real implementation of m since the code generator does not know what m is supposed to do. Instead a dummy implementation is generated, which must be manually replaced by code realizing the desired functionality. If this code needs to access attribute a, it uses the same forwarding functions that are invoked when an attribute access request comes in from the outside.
This multilateral forwarding technique can obviously be extended to any number of attribute and method servers. Except for the actual method implementations, all code, including the Objectstore schema, is generated automatically from the online representation of the PPM in the Interface Repository. The attribute server also contains code providing a "factory object" for every PPM type, which allows for the creation, deletion and search of objects of that type.
To achieve robustness of actions one employs transaction models. Presently the only robustness we guarantee relates to individual requests: Every attribute request sent to the attribute server is executed as one short transaction. A chain of requests can be executed under ACID semantics if care is taken by the attribute server to execute all requests in the same thread as part of the same Objectstore transaction. Using this technique, arbitrary ACID transactions can be realized on the object bus by assigning each object bus transaction a dedicated thread in the attribute server whose identifier is passed around as a transaction context. All requests arriving at the attribute server under the same transaction context must then be dispatched to the corresponding thread, which itself runs a single ObjectStore transaction. However, this mechanism has not been implemented yet.
Model Evolution
Business organizations and proccsses change oftenmore so than in the past. After all, concurrent engineering is a reflection of a much more dynamic production environment. Even though the PPM strives to be a general and comprehensive model of the product development and manufacturing process, it is to be expected that the model will undergo frequent revisions and augmentations. It is therefore important to provide, as part of concurrent eingineering support, schema evolution mechanisms that allow fairly general manipulation of the PPM while preserving the persistent data across schema changes. There are essentially two ways of handling schema changes. One is the "big-bang" approach: The system is brought down, the old database is reorganized according to the new schema, and all CORBA clients and servers are modified and recompiled. Even in a research environment like ours, this approach is a major undertaking and only justified after extensive modifications to the PPM.
The other approach is incremental and does not disrupt the running system. It uses versioning to support multiple versions of a PPM type and the CORBA servers implementing the type. The persistent state belonging to a FPM object is shared across all versions of its type; however, the different versions may expose different parts of the shared persistent state.
The versioning approach works by making the clients of a PPM object responsible for selecting the correct object implementation. More precisely, if any program-view, CORBA server, or other-uses a particular PPM type in, the sense of invoking operations of an instance of that type, then the client is responsible for directing these operations to a server implementing the same version of the type as used by the client. This is a major departure from the architecture as described until now, whcre clients of objects were always oblivious to the object implementations. However, application programmers can be shielded from this responsibility, because the required code can be generated automatically as illustrated below. CORBA presents a remote object to a client by means of aproxy object, which is a client-local object of (essentially) the same type as the underlying remote object and which simply forwards all operations to the latter. The code for the proxy object is usually generated by an IDL compiler from the IDL specification of the remote object. When, using versioned types and servers, however, the proxy code is modified to direct each operation to aparticular server (identified by its logical name and version number), namely the server implementing the version of the type that was current at the time the proxy was generated. If different operations of the type are implemented in different servers, then the appropriate server is set in the proxy individually for each operation. The proxies are generated from information in the Interface Repository, which maintains the version numbers of types and servers and can therefore tell which server version implements a given type version.
By hardcoding the server name and version into thc client proxies, it is guaranteed that when a client invokes an operation declared in some version of a type, the invocation is always handlcd by an implementation of the same version of the type. Thus no runtlime type mismatch occurs. The load imposed on the system by keeping all versions of all servers accessible is not a:$ bad as it may first seem, since servers are dynamically activated and not all servers need to be running all the time. Of course, the executables must be kept around.
Besides guaranteeing type safety, the system must also ensure that for a given otiect, the persistent state visible through different versions of the object's type is indeed shared. Of course, one fiirst has to specify exactly which state is supposed to be shared. As new versions of a PPM type are created, the corresponding new versions of the attribute server face the task of mapping any newly introduced attributes onto the existing database schema. Since it is usually impossible to add new attributes to existing types in the database schema, the only solution is to define new extension types that provide space for the new attribuies. From the very first version on, every database type must then provjde for afonvarding pointer, which is used to chain extensions objects to existing database objects. Wheneirer an attempt is made to access an attribute of a PPM object whose associated database object does not yet contain an extension for the attribute, the necessary extension and any missing predecessors defined by earlier type versions are added to the chain. In the worst case, an attribute access requires the traversal of n -1 forwarding pointers in the database, where n is the number of the type version that first introduced the attribute.
Therefore, a periodical reorganization of the database is still desirable, but this reorganization can be limited to the database and the attribute servers and does not affect the rest of the system.
Related Work
The integrated information system presented here falls under the broad label of "cooperative information sys-tem" (cf. [2] ), emphasizing group work and adaptability to change. However, it is somewhat unique in its strong reliance on the integratedmodel PPM, which sets it apart from heterogeneous federation architectures such as the ARPA I3 Reference Architecture [4] and TSIMMIS [ 13 or database federation architectures such as [3,9, 181.
The JTF (Joint Task Force) Reference Architecture [ 111 is conceptually related to ours, although a four-tier architecture was chosen. Based on a CORBA object bus, JTF layers generic services, applications and user environments. JTF integrates legacy data sources as coarse-grained objects, whereas fine-grained data objects are available in the form of object webs. Metadata is held in a schema server. The architecture does not specifically address issues of data and schema integration, although an integrated data layer seems to be implicit.
CoopWARE [ 121 is another integration architecture based on active database technology. A central information repository with an integrated schema provides data integration and persistence, while an ECA-based coordinator controls the interplay of a number of components acting on the repository. However, the system seems to be mainly targeted towards a single user interacting with a collection of tools.
The technical issue of interfacing a CORBA object bus to an OODBMS is also discussed in [6] and [16] . The former paper describes a framework developed by IONA Technologies to connect their Orbix product to the ObjectStore ODBMS. The latter paper (in Geman) is a tutorial providing background material on the various technical difficulties that must be overcome.
Conclusion
We set out with the hypothesis that smooth and efficient collaboration in concurrent engineering demands an integrated information system based on a single data model and schema. This assumption seems rather old-fashioned in a corporate IT world featuring large networks of heterogeneous and autonomous nodes, data being held decentralized in any number of formats, and change as a rule rather than exception. However, we have attempted to show that distributed object technology has come far enough to organize this apparent chaos into a highly flexible, orderly system of interoperating components. Starting from the integrated model, we introduced the object bus as a means of imfashion, and we discussed how to provide persistence, even when the model changes. We also showed how to support the collaboration of individuals with very different perceptions of the system, using a common desktop framework on which shared objects are presented in different views.
plementing the model in a distributed and heterogeneous
Beyond the basic functionality described in this paper, many open issues remain. Most notably are:
Performance-the split into attribute and method servers described in Section 6 works fairly well for most engineering applications, because human speed is the limiting factor, but for compute-bound applications, a mechanism is needed to cache state in client proxy objects. Also, object replication and migration need to be addressed.
Advanced transaction support-ACID transactions are not suitable for long-running, cooperative design processes. The system should support cooperative transactions and versioning of data.
Process models-suitable description formalisms for ill-structured, cooperative design processes must be found, and made accessible to non-technical users. Moreover, an attempt should be made to explicitly model and record the goal of aprocess or collaboration, so that the system knows why certain things were done.
